
 

 

Coloured Noise 
 
Noise is pure information it is independent of the anthropo‘scenic’ though it does seem to mean a lot 
to us. The usual definition of noisey information is pejorative, different to its close relations such as 
sound or music, ‘noise’ is said to be trash. Noise as a ‘pollutant’ is determined by both universal and 
differing means—what triggers whose stressors—therefore it is political.  
 
Pertaining to some basic politics of the backyard noise is a leaf-blower at 7am on a weekend, the 
‘Marrickville pause’, a drone buzzing over a beach picnic, the crying baby section of the plane, or a 
lonely puppy left alone in an apartment. To animals, noise can increase the risk of death by altering 
predator or prey detection and avoidance, interfere with reproduction and navigation. For engineers it 
exists on a power spectrum, white was named first, then pink, brown and blue followed. The right 
mixture of colours can assist focus or sleep rather than taunt. Noise is complex. In photographic 
images it can be dust, pixelations, dropped frames, or the dreaded circling arrow appearing between 
video loops during exhibition. To writer and filmmaker Hito Steyerl it would be what gets in the way of 
signals—the dirty data, false form filling, or corrupted votes.1 

 
 The photographer left; he told the truth.  
 It is she.2 
 
During the 5th Century BC Zeuxis attracted real birds to the grapes depicted in his painting, as 
competition Parrhasius asked Zeuxis to pull back the curtain before his own oiled canvas, to the shock 
of his rival and everyone watching the curtain was the painting.  
 
 To magnetise the masses you must above all talk to their eyes.3 

 

In this exhibition there is a positive refusal of literal representation. The artists reveal their work 

through abstraction, darkened and pixelated images, and manipulated sound. There are focussed 

portraits that slow down details of expression or present wry smiles and makeup covered pores. New 

methods of display have been constructed and freedom quests imagined and delicately animated. A 

slow ocean rescue performs itself across a wall at the heart of the gallery adjacent to a wired postwar 

archive. The artists chose the title of this show, I didn’t ask why. I thank them for their multiplicities of 

purview, showing us perhaps what an unfettered signal (an old promise of photography) might 

obstruct. 

 

Marian Tubbs 

 

 

                                                 
1 This is suggested in two of Steyerl’s essays, ‘A Sea of Data: Apophenia and Pattern (Mis-)Recognition’, E-flux Journal 72, 2016 

and ‘The Spam of the Earth: Withdrawal from Representation’, e-flux Journal 32, 2012 
2 Jacques Derrida, ‘Alatheia’, The Oxford Literary Review: The Truth in Photography, (Edinburgh University Press, 2010), 169-188. 
3 Napoleon as quoted by Paul Virilio in, ‘The aesthetics of DisappearancE’, (New York, Semiotext(e), 1991), 54. 



 

 

 

 
 
NOISE 
 
(In order from entry) 
 
 
 
1. Miranda Huang, ‘Locked Outsider’ inkjet prints on premium lustre paper, 210 mm × 297 
mm 
 
 
2. Curtis Ceapa, 2018, ‘A-shimmy’, 825 mm × 825 mm, inkjet print on canvas 
 
 
3. Elyse Howe, 2018, ‘Recollections from places you’ve never been’, two inkjet prints on 
canvas,1000 mm × 450 mm 

 
 
4. Harley Lynch, 2018, ‘Merchandise’, 90 mm × 60 mm, fabricated mugs 
 
 
5. Curtis Ceapa, 2018, ‘Red-scope’, 525 mm × 1220 mm, wood, glass, cellophane  
 
 
6. Curtis Ceapa, 2018, ‘Green-scope’, 485 mm × 1600, wood, glass, cellophane  
 
 
7. Curtis Ceapa 2018, ‘Cellface’ , 370 mm × 380 mm, inkjet print on canvas, printer toner, resin 
 
 
8. Alex Moulis, 2018, ‘Overboard’, digital video, 9 minutes 34 seconds 
 
 
9. Walter Jensen, 2018, 'Dimensional Prison’, ‘digital video’, 8 minutes  
 
 
10. Claudia Brand, 2018, ‘Arthur Portrait Study I’, digital video, wooden box, 4 minutes 
 
 
11. Ella Rynehart, 2018, ‘Echo’, 600 mm x 600 mm, glass print  

 


